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Results

Summary

• Our laboratory discovered that deletion of the
transcription factor Bcl11b in vascular smooth
muscle (BSMKO) mice leads to AA.

• RNA Sequencing analysis revealed that the pro‐
apoptotic enzyme caspase‐8 is upregulated in
aortas of BSMKO mice treated with angiotensin II
(angII) compared to angII‐treated wildtype (WT)
mice.
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Figure 3. Quantitative RT‐PCR on aortas
of WT/angII (n=9) and BSMKO/angII
(n=9) confirmed upregulation of
caspase‐8 (13‐fold increase) in
BSMKO/angII compared to WT/angII
aortas. Each dot represents one mouse.
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Figure 2. Volcano plots
represent differential gene
expression in WT/angII and
BSMKO/angII aortas,
analyzed by RNA Sequencing;
the majority of genes were
similarly up‐ or down‐
regulated by angII in both
WT and BSMKO (dark green
area in Venn diagram) except
for 74 genes that were
significantly upregulated by >
2‐fold uniquely in
BSMKO/angII (light green).
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3. Aortic arch (A),
thoracic aorta (TA),
and abdominal aorta
(AbA) from each
mouse were collected
in OCT and sectioned
with a cryostat.
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5. Aortic section containing representative samples from
different locations along the aorta (A, TA and AbA) were
prepared from each mouse.

To examine whether lack of Bcl11b
contributes to AA formation via apoptosis of
vascular smooth muscle (VSM) cells

6. Apoptosis was assessed with VasoTacs TUNEL staining
(Trevigen). After staining, digital images were acquired at
10x and 20x magnification with an inverted microscope
(Olympus BX40) and camera (Olympus C3030‐ADU).
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Figure 4. Representative pictures of TUNEL‐ stained aortic sections from angII‐treated
(a) WT (n=6) and (b) BSMKO (n=10) mice. 10x magnification. (c) Representative
picture for a DNAse‐treated aortic section which served as positive control. 40x
magnification. (d) Graph summarize the quantification of TUNEL‐positive areas in the
aortas of angII‐treated WT and BMSKO mice (3‐5 sections per mouse).

Methods

2. Angiotensin II (angII; 1mg/kg/d) was
administered for 7 days via osmotic minipumps to
WT (n=6) and BSMKO (n=10) to induce
hypertension.

1. Mice with VSM‐specific Bcl11b deletion (BSMKO)
were generated by crossing Bcl11b exon 4 floxed
mice with VSM‐specific ER‐Cre (SMMHC‐ER‐Cre);
mice were administered oil or tamoxifen (2mg/d) for
5 days to generate WT and BSMKO littermates.

7. Data analysis: TUNEL positive staining (blue pixels)
were quantified with ImageJ in each aortic section and
expressed as area of positive staining, indicating
apoptosis, over total aortic area. 3‐5 sections were
analyzed and averaged for each mouse.
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Our preliminary data indicates that there is no
statistically significant difference in TUNEL‐stained
areas in aortas of angII‐treated BSMKO mice
compared to WT littermates.

Conclusions
Apoptosis does not seem to significantly contribute to
the development of AA in BSMKO mice.

However, these results do not exclude the
possibility that increased caspase‐8 in BSMKO
mice mediates the activation of apoptosis‐
independent signaling pathways contributing to the
development of AA. We will pursue these other
pathways in future studies.
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• Aortic aneurysm (AA) is the
dilation of the aorta to >50% of
its diameter and is the 13th
leading cause of death in the
US. Currently available
treatment options are limited
to invasive surgery which is
expensive and highly risky.

This project was realized thanks to the
meticulous guidance of Professor Francesca Seta
and Jeff Arni Valisno.
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Figure 1. Onsert of Aortic Aneurysm
incident in Bcl‐11b KO and WT mice under
AngII stress.
When exposed to AngII for 2 weeks, BSMKO 
mice had an increased incidence of Aortic
Aneurysms compared to WT counterparts.
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